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Abstra t
We dis uss several omplexity measures for Boolean fun tions: erti ate omplexity, sensitivity, blo k sensitivity, and the degree of a representing or approximating
polynomial. We survey the relations and biggest gaps known between these measures, and show how they give bounds for the de ision tree omplexity of Boolean
fun tions on deterministi , randomized, and quantum omputers.

1 Introdu tion
Computational Complexity is the sub eld of Theoreti al Computer S ien e
that aims to understand \how mu h" omputation is ne essary and suÆ ient
to perform ertain omputational tasks. For example, given a omputational
problem it tries to establish tight upper and lower bounds on the length of
the omputation (or on other resour es, like spa e).
Unfortunately, for many, pra ti ally relevant, omputational problems no tight
bounds are known. An illustrative example is the well known P versus NP
problem: for all NP- omplete problems the urrent upper and lower bounds
lie exponentially far apart. That is, the best known algorithms for these omputational problems need exponential time (in the size of the input) but the
best lower bounds are of a linear nature.
One of the general approa hes towards solving a hard problem (mathemati al
or otherwise) is to set the goals a little bit lower and try to ta kle a simpler
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problem rst. The hope is that understanding of the simpler problem will lead
to a better understanding of the original, more diÆ ult, problem.
This approa h has been taken with respe t to Computational Complexity:
simpler and more limited models of omputation have been studied. Perhaps
the simplest model of omputation is the de ision tree. The goal here is to
ompute a Boolean fun tion f : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g using queries to the input. In
the most simple form a query asks for the value of the bit xi and the answer is
this value. (The queries may be more ompli ated. In this survey we will only
deal with this simple type of query.) The algorithm is adaptive, that is the kth
query may depend on the answers of the k 1 previous queries. The algorithm
an therefore be des ribed by a binary tree, when e its name `de ision tree'.
For a Boolean fun tion f we de ne its deterministi de ision tree omplexity,
D(f ), as the minimum number of queries that an optimal deterministi algorithm for f needs to make on any input. This measure orresponds to the
depth of the tree that an optimal algorithm indu es. On e the omputational
power of de ision trees is better understood, one an extend this notion to
more powerful models of query algorithms. This results in randomized and
even quantum de ision trees.
In order to get a handle on the omputational power of de ision trees (whether
deterministi , randomized, or quantum), other measures of the omplexity of
Boolean fun tions have been de ned and studied. Some prime examples are
erti ate omplexity, sensitivity, blo k sensitivity, the degree of a representing
polynomial, and the degree of an approximating polynomial. We survey the
known relations and biggest gaps between these omplexity measures and show
how they apply to de ision tree omplexity, giving proofs of some of the entral
results. The main results say that all of these omplexity measures (with the
possible ex eption of sensitivity) are polynomially related to ea h other and
to the de ision tree omplexities in ea h of the lassi al, randomized, and
quantum settings. We also identify some of the main remaining open questions.
The omplexity measures dis ussed here also have interesting relations with
ir uit omplexity [47,4,7℄, parallel omputing [10,41,31,47℄, ommuni ation
omplexity [33,9℄, and the onstru tion of ora les in omputational omplexity
theory [6,43,15,16℄, whi h we will not dis uss here.
The paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2 we introdu e some notation
on erning Boolean fun tions and multivariate polynomials. In Se tion 3 we
de ne the three main variants of de ision trees that we dis uss: deterministi de ision trees, randomized de ision trees, and quantum de ision trees.
In Se tion 4 we introdu e erti ate omplexity, sensitivity, blo k sensitivity,
and the degree of a representing or approximating polynomial. We survey the
main relations and known upper and lower bounds between these measures.
In Se tion 5 we show how the omplexity measures of Se tion 4 imply upper
2

and lower bounds on deterministi , randomized, and quantum de ision tree
omplexity. This se tion gives bounds that apply to all Boolean fun tions.
Finally, in Se tion 6 we examine some spe ial sub lasses of Boolean fun tions
and tighten the general bounds of Se tion 5 for those spe ial ases.

2 Boolean Fun tions and Polynomials
2.1 Boolean fun tions

A Boolean fun tion is a fun tion f : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g. Note that f is total,
i.e., de ned on all n-bit inputs. For an input x 2 f0; 1gn, we use xi to denote
its ith bit, so x = x1 : : : xn . We use jxj to denote the Hamming weight of x
(its number of 1s). If S is a set of (indi es of) variables, then we use xS to
denote the input obtained by ipping the S -variables in x. We abbreviate xfig
to xi . For example, if x = 0011, then xf2;3g = 0101 and x4 = 0010. We all
f symmetri if f (x) only depends on jxj. Some ommon symmetri fun tions
that we will refer to are:






ORn (x) = 1 i jxj  1
ANDn (x) = 1 i jxj = n
PARITYn(x) = 1 i jxj is odd
MAJn (x) = 1 i jxj > n=2

We all f monotone (in reasing) if f (x) annot de rease if we set more variables of x to 1. A fun tion that we will refer to sometimes is the \address
fun tion". This is a fun tion on n = k + 2k variables, where the rst k bits
of the input provide an index in the last 2k bits. The value of the indexed
variable is the output of the fun tion. Wegener [46℄ gives a monotone version
of the address fun tion.
2.2 Multilinear polynomials

If S is a set of (indi es of) variables, then the monomial XS is the produ t of
variables XS = i2S xi . The degree of this monomial is the ardinality of S . A
multilinear polynomial
on n variables is a fun tion p : Rn ! C that an be
P
written as p(x) = S [n℄ S XS for some omplex numbers S . We all S the
oeÆ ient of the monomial XS in p. The degree of p is the degree of its largest
monomial: deg (p) = maxfjS j j S 6= 0g. Note that if we restri t attention to
the Boolean domain f0; 1gn, then xi = xki for all k > 1, so onsidering only
multilinear polynomials is no restri tion when dealing with Boolean inputs.
3

The next lemma implies that if multilinear polynomials p and q are equal on
all Boolean inputs, then they are identi al:

Lemma 1 Let p; q : Rn ! R be multilinear polynomials of degree at most d.
If p(x) = q (x) for all x 2 f0; 1gn with jxj  d, then p = q .
Proof De ne r(x) = p(x) q (x). Suppose r is not identi ally zero. Let
V be a minimal-degree term in r with non-zero oeÆ ient , and x be the
input where xj = 1 i xj o urs in V . Then jxj  d, and hen e p(x) = q (x).
However, sin e all monomials in r ex ept for V evaluate to 0 on x, we have
r(x) = 6= 0 = p(x) q (x), whi h is a ontradi tion. It follows that r is
identi ally zero and p = q .
2
Below we sket h the method of symmetrization, due to Minsky and Papert [28℄
(see also [4, Se tion 4℄). Let p : Rn ! R be a polynomial. If  is some
permutation and x = x1 : : : xn , then  (x) = (x(1) ; : : : ; x(n) ). Let Sn be the
set of all n! permutations. The symmetrization psym of p averages over all
permutations of the input, and is de ned as:

psym (x)

P

2Sn p( (x))

:
n!
Note that psym is a polynomial of degree at most the degree of p. Symmetrizing
may a tually lower the degree: if p = x1 x2 , then psym = 0. The following
lemma allows us to redu e an n-variate polynomial to a single-variate one.
=

Lemma 2 (Minsky & Papert) If p : Rn ! R is a multilinear polynomial,
then there exists a single-variate polynomial q : R ! R, of degree at most the
degree of p, su h that psym (x) = q (jxj) for all x 2 f0; 1gn.
Proof Let d be the degree
of psym , whi h is at most the degree of p. Let Vj

denote the sum of all nj produ ts of j di erent variables, so V1 = x1 +   + xn ,
V2 = x1 x2 + x1 x3 +    + xn 1 xn , et . Sin e psym is symmetri al, it is easily
shown by indu tion that it an be written as
psym (x) =

0

+ 1 V1 + 2 V2 +    + d Vd ;
 

with i 2 R. Note that Vj assumes value jxj j = jxj(jxj 1)(jxj 2)    (jxj j +
1)=j ! on x, whi h is a polynomial of degree j of jxj. Therefore the single-variate
polynomial q de ned by

q (jxj) =

0

+

1

jxj
1

!

+

!

2

jxj
2

++

d

jxj

!

d

2

satis es the lemma.
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3 De ision Tree Complexity on Various Ma hine Models
Below we de ne de ision tree omplexity for three di erent kinds of ma hine
models: deterministi , randomized, and quantum.
3.1 Deterministi

A deterministi de ision tree is a rooted ordered binary tree T . Ea h internal
node of T is labeled with a variable xi and ea h leaf is labeled with a value 0
or 1. Given an input x 2 f0; 1gn, the tree is evaluated as follows. Start at the
root. If this is a leaf then stop. Otherwise, query the variable xi that labels
the root. If xi = 0, then re ursively evaluate the left subtree, if xi = 1 then
re ursively evaluate the right subtree. The output of the tree is the value (0 or
1) of the leaf that is rea hed eventually. Note that an input x deterministi ally
determines the leaf, and thus the output, that the pro edure ends up in.
We say a de ision tree omputes f if its output equals f (x), for all x 2 f0; 1gn.
Clearly there are many di erent de ision trees that ompute the same f . The
omplexity of su h a tree is its depth, i.e., the number of queries made on the
worst- ase input. We de ne D(f ), the de ision tree omplexity of f , as the
depth of an optimal (= minimal-depth) de ision tree that omputes f .
3.2 Randomized

As in many other models of omputation, we an add the power of randomization to de ision trees. There are two ways to view a randomized de ision
tree. Firstly, we an add (possibly biased) oin ips as internal nodes to the
tree. That is, the tree may ontain internal nodes labeled by a bias p 2 [0; 1℄,
and when the evaluation pro edure rea hes su h a node, it will ip a oin with
bias p and will go to the left hild on out ome `heads' and to the right hild
on `tails'. Now an input x no longer determines with ertainty whi h leaf of
the tree will be rea hed, but instead indu es a probability distribution over
the set of all leaves. Thus the tree outputs 0 or 1 with a ertain probability.
The omplexity of the tree is the number of queries on the worst- ase input
and worst- ase out ome of the oin ips. A se ond way to de ne a randomized
de ision tree is as a probability distribution  over deterministi de ision trees.
The tree is evaluated by hoosing a deterministi de isions tree a ording to
, whi h is then evaluated as before. The omplexity of the randomized tree
in this se ond de nition is the depth of the deepest T that has (T ) > 0. It
is not hard to see that these two de nitions are equivalent.
5

We say that a randomized de ision tree omputes f with bounded-error if
its output equals f (x) with probability at least 2/3, for all x 2 f0; 1gn. R2 (f )
denotes the omplexity of the optimal randomized de ision tree that omputes
f with bounded error. 2
3.3 Quantum

We brie y sket h the framework of quantum omputing, referring to [30℄ for
more details. The lassi al unit of omputation is a bit, whi h an take on the
values 0 or 1. In the quantum ase, the unit of omputation is a quantum bit
or qubit, whi h is a linear ombination or superposition of the two lassi al
values:
0 j0i +
1 j1i:
More generally, an m-qubit state ji is a superposition of all lassi al m-bit
strings:
X
ji =
i jii:
i2f0;1gm

is a omplex number, alled the amplitude of basis state jii. We require
i j i j = 1. Mathemati ally speaking, the set of m-qubit quantum states is
the set of all unit ve tors in the Hilbert spa ed that has fjii j i 2 f0; 1gmg as
an orthonormal basis.

Here

P

i

2

There are two things we an do to su h a state: measure it or apply a unitary
transformation to it. One of the axioms of quantum me hani s says that if we
measure the m-qubit
register ji, then we will see the basis state jii with probP
2
ability j i j . Sin e i j i j2 = 1, we thus have a valid probability distribution
over the lassi al m-bit strings. After the measurement, ji has \ ollapsed"
to the spe i observed basis state jii and all other information in the state
will be lost.
Apart from measuring ji, we an also apply a unitary transformation to
it. That is, viewing the 2m P
amplitudes of ji as a ve tor in C2m , we an
obtain some new state j i = i2f0;1gm i jii by multiplying ji with a unitary
matrix U : j i = U ji. A matrix U is unitary i its inverse U 1 equals the
onjugate transpose matrix U  . Be ause unitarity isPequivalent to preserving
Eu lidean norm, the new state j i will still have i j i j2 = 1. There is an
extensive literature on how su h large U an be obtained from small unitary
transformations (\quantum gates") on few qubits at a time, see [30℄.

The subs ript `2' in R2 (f ) refers to the 2-sided error of the algorithm: it may
err on 0-inputs as well as on 1-inputs. We will not dis uss zero-error (Las Vegas)
or one-sided error randomized de ision trees here. See [38,31,22,23,20,8℄ for some
results on erning su h trees.

2
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We formalize a query to an input x 2 f0; 1gn as a unitary transformation O
that maps ji; b; z i to ji; b  xi ; z i. Here ji; b; z i is some m-qubit basis state,
where i takes dlog ne bits, b is one bit, z denotes the (m dlog ne 1)-bit
\workspa e" of the quantum omputer, whi h is not a e ted by the query,
and  denotes ex lusive-or. This learly generalizes the lassi al setting where
a query inputs an i into a bla k-box, whi h returns the bit xi : if we apply O
to the basis state ji; 0; z i we get ji; xi ; z i, from whi h the ith bit of the input
an be read. Be ause O has to be unitary, we spe ify that it maps ji; 1; z i to
ji; 1 xi ; zi. Note that a quantum Pomputer an make queries
in superposition:
Pn
n
1
1
p
p
applying O on e to the state n i=1 ji; 0; z i gives n i=1 ji; xi ; z i, whi h in
some sense ontains all bits of the input.
A quantum de ision tree has the following form: we start with an m-qubit state
j~0i where every bit is 0. Then we apply a unitary transformation U0 to the
state, then we apply a query O, then another unitary transformation U1 , et . A
T -query quantum de ision tree thus orresponds to a big unitary transformation A = UT OUT 1    OU1 OU0 . Here the Ui are xed unitary transformations,
independent of the input x. The nal state Aj~0i depends on the input x only
via the T appli ations of O. The output is obtained by measuring the nal
state and outputting the rightmost bit of the observed basis state (without
loss of generality we an assume there are no intermediate measurements).
We say that a quantum de ision tree omputes f exa tly if the output equals
f (x) with probability 1, for all x 2 f0; 1gn. The tree omputes f with boundederror if the output equals f (x) with probability at least 2/3, for all x 2 f0; 1gn.
QE (f ) denotes the number of queries of an optimal quantum de ision tree that
omputes f exa tly, Q2 (f ) is the number of queries of an optimal quantum
de ision tree that omputes f with bounded-error. Note that we just ount
the number of queries, not the omplexity of the Ui .
Unlike the lassi al deterministi or randomized de ision trees, the quantum
algorithms are not really trees anymore (the names `quantum query algorithm' or `quantum bla k-box algorithm' are also in use). Nevertheless we
prefer the term `quantum de ision tree', be ause su h quantum algorithms
generalize lassi al trees in the sense that they an simulate them, as sket hed
below. Consider a T -query deterministi de ision tree. It rst determines whi h
variable it will query initially; then it determines the next query depending
upon its history, and so on for T queries. Eventually it outputs an output-bit
depending on its total history. The basis states of the orresponding quantum algorithm have the form ji; b; h; ai, where i; b is the query-part, h ranges
over all possible histories of the lassi al omputation (this history in ludes
all previous queries and their answers), and a is the rightmost qubit, whi h
will eventually ontain the output. Let U0 map the initial state j~0; 0; ~0; 0i to
ji; 0; ~0; 0i, where xi is the rst variable that the lassi al tree would query. Now
the quantum algorithm applies O, whi h turns the state into ji; xi ; ~0; 0i. Then
7

the algorithm applies a transformation U1 that maps ji; xi ; ~0; 0i to jj; 0; h; 0i,
where h is the new history (whi h in ludes i and xi ) and xj is the variable that
the lassi al tree would query given the out ome of the previous query. Then
the quantum tree applies O for the se ond time, it applies a transformation
U2 that updates the workspa e and determines the next query, et . Finally,
after T queries the quantum tree sets the answer bit to 0 or 1 depending on
its total history. All operations Ui performed here are inje tive mappings from
basis states to basis states, hen e they an be extended to permutations of
basis states, whi h are unitary transformations. Thus a T -query deterministi de ision tree an be simulated by an exa t T -query quantum algorithm.
Similarly a T -query randomized de ision tree an be simulated by a T -query
quantum de ision tree with the same error probability (basi ally be ause a superposition an \simulate" a probability distribution). A ordingly, we have
Q2 (f )  R2 (f )  D(f )  n and Q2 (f )  QE (f )  D(f )  n for all f .

4 Some Complexity Measures
Let f : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g be a Boolean fun tion. We an asso iate several
measures of omplexity with su h fun tions, whose de nitions and relations
are surveyed below.
4.1 Certi ate omplexity

Certi ate omplexity measures how many of the n variables have to be given
a value in order to x the value of f .

De nition 1 Let C be an assignment C : S ! f0; 1g of values to some subset
S of the n variables. We say that C is onsistent with x 2 f0; 1gn if xi = C (i)
for all i 2 S .
For b 2 f0; 1g, a b- erti ate for f is an assignment C su h that f (x) = b
whenever x is onsistent with C . The size of C is jS j, the ardinality of S .
The erti ate omplexity Cx (f ) of f on x is the size of a smallest f (x)erti ate that is onsistent with x. The erti ate omplexity of f is C (f ) =
maxx Cx (f ). The 1- erti ate omplexity of f is C (1) (f ) = maxfxjf (x)=1g Cx (f ),
and similarly we de ne C (0) (f ).

For example, C (1) (ORn ) = 1 sin e it suÆ es to set one variable xi = 1 to for e
the OR-fun tion to 1. On the other hand, C (ORn ) = C (0) (ORn ) = n.
8

4.2 Sensitivity and blo k sensitivity

Sensitivity and blo k sensitivity measure how sensitive the value of f is to
hanges in the input. Sensitivity was introdu ed in [10℄ (under the name of
riti al omplexity ) and blo k sensitivity in [31℄. 3

De nition 2 The sensitivity sx (f ) of f on x is the number of variables xi for
whi h f (x) 6= f (xi ). The sensitivity of f is s(f ) = maxx sx (f ).
The blo k sensitivity bsx (f ) of f on x is the maximum number b su h that there
are disjoint sets B1 ; : : : ; Bb for whi h f (x) 6= f (xBi ). The blo k sensitivity of
f is bs(f ) = maxx bsx (f ). (If f is onstant, we de ne s(f ) = bs(f ) = 0.)

Note that sensitivity is just blo k sensitivity with the size of the blo ks Bi
restri ted to 1. Simon [41℄ gave a general lower bound on s(f ):

Theorem 1 (Simon) If f depends on all n variables, then we have s(f ) 
1
log n 12 log log n + 21 .
2
Wegener [46℄ proved that this theorem is tight up to the O(log log n)-term for
the monotone address fun tion.
We now prove some relations between C (f ), s(f ), and bs(f ). Clearly, for all x
we have sx(f )  bsx (f ) and bsx (f )  Cx(f ) (sin e a erti ate for x will have
to ontain at least one variable of ea h sensitive blo k). Hen e:

Proposition 1 s(f )  bs(f )  C (f ).
The biggest gap known between s(f ) and bs(f ) is quadrati and was exhibited
by Rubinstein [37℄:

p

p

Example 1 Let n = 4k2 . Divide the n variables in n disjoint blo ks of n
variables: the rst blo k B1 ontains x1 ; : : : ; xpn , the se ond blo k B2 ontains
xpn+1 ; : : : ; x2pn , et . De ne f su h that f (x) = 1 i there is atpleast one blo k
Bi where two onse utive variablesphave value 1 and the other n 2 variables
are 0. It is easy to see that s(f ) = n and bs(f ) = n=2, so we have a quadrati
gap between s(f ) and bs(f ). Sin e bs(f )  C (f ), this is also a quadrati gap
between s(f ) and C (f ) (Wegener and Zadori give a di erent fun tion with a
smaller gap between s(f ) and C (f ) [48℄).
It has been open for quite a while whether bs(f ) an be upper bounded by a
polynomial in s(f ). It may well be true that bs(f ) 2 O(s(f )2).

There has also been some work on average (blo k) sensitivity [5℄ and its appliations [7,40,2℄. In parti ular, Shi [40℄ has shown that the average sensitivity of a
total fun tion f is a lower bound on its approximate degree deg (f ).
3

g
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Open problem 1 Is bs(f ) 2 O(s(f )k ) for some k?
We pro eed to give Nisan's proof [31℄ that C (f ) is bounded by bs(f )2 .

Lemma 3 If B is a minimal sensitive blo k for x, then jB j  s(f ).
Proof If we ip one of the B -variables in xB , then the fun tion value must ip
from f (xB ) to f (x) (otherwise B would not be minimal), so every B -variable
is sensitive for f on input xB . Hen e jB j  sxB (f )  s(f ).
2
Theorem 2 (Nisan) C (f )  s(f )bs(f ).
Proof Consider an input x 2 f0; 1gn and let B1 ; : : : ; Bb be disjoint minimal
sets of variables that a hieve the blo k sensitivity b = bsx (f )  bs(f ). We will
show that the fun tion C : [i Bi ! f0; 1g that sets variables a ording to x is
a suÆ iently small erti ate for f (x).
If C is not an f (x)- erti ate, then let x0 be an input that is onsistent with
C , su h that f (x0 ) 6= f (x). De ne Bb+1 by x0 = xBb+1 . Now f is sensitive to
Bb+1 on x and Bb+1 is disjoint from B1 ; : : : ; Bb , whi h ontradi ts b = bsx (f ).
Hen e C is an f (x)- erti ate. By the previous lemma we have jBi j  s(f )
for all i, hen e the size of this erti ate is j [i Bi j  s(f )bs(f ).
2
No quadrati gap between bs(f ) and C (f ) seems to be known. Some subquadrati gaps may be found in [48, Se tion 3℄.
4.3 Degree of representing polynomial

De nition 3 A polynomial p : Rn
x 2 f0; 1gn.

! R represents f if p(x) = f (x) for all

Note that sin e x2 = x for x 2 f0; 1g, we an restri t attention to multilinear
polynomials for representing f . It is easy to see that ea h f an be represented
by a multilinear polynomial p. Lemma 1 implies that this polynomial is unique,
whi h allows us to de ne:

De nition 4 The degree deg (f ) of f is the degree of the multilinear polynomial that represents f .
For example, deg (ANDn ) = n, be ause the representing polynomial is the
monomial x1 : : : xn . The degree deg (f ) may be signi antly larger than s(f ),
bs(f ), and C (f ):
10

Example 2 Let f on n = k2 variables be the AND of k ORs of k variables
ea h. Both ANDk and ORk are represented by degree-k polynomials, so the representing polynomial of f has degree deg (f ) =pk2 = n. On the other hand, it is
not hard to see that s(f ) = bs(f ) = C (f ) = n. Thus deg (f ) is quadrati ally
larger than s(f ), bs(f ), and C (f ) in this ase. 4
On the other hand, deg (f ) may also be signi antly smaller than s(f ) and
bs(f ), as the next example from Nisan and Szegedy [32℄ shows.

Example 3 Consider the fun tion E12 de ned by E12 (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ) = 1 i jxj 2
f1; 2g. This fun tion is represented by the following degree-2 polynomial:
E12 (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ) = x1 + x2 + x3

x1 x2

x1 x3

x2 x3 :

k as the fun tion on n = 3k variables obtained by building a omDe ne E12
plete re ursive ternary tree of depth k, where the 3k leaves are the variables
and ea h node is the E12 -fun tion of its three hildren. For k > 1, the repk is obtained by substituting independent opies
resenting polynomial for E12
k
1
of the E12 -polynomial in the above polynomial for E12 . This shows that
deg (f ) = 2k = n1= log 3 . On the other hand, it is easy to see that ipping
any variable in the input ~0 ips the fun tion value from 0 to 1, hen e s(f ) =
bs(f ) = C (f ) = n = deg (f )log 3 (Kushilevitz has found a slightly bigger gap,
based on the same te hnique with a slightly more omplex polynomial, see [33,
footnote 1 on p.560℄).

Below we give Nisan and Szegedy's proof that deg (f ) an be no more than
quadrati ally smaller than bs(f ) [32℄. This shows that the gap of the last
example is lose to optimal. The proof uses the following theorem from [12,36℄:

Theorem 3 (Ehli h & Zeller; Rivlin & Cheney) Let p : R ! R be a
polynomial su h that b1  p(i)  b2 for every integer 0  i qn, and its derivative has jp0(x)j  for some real 0  x  n. Then deg (p)  n=( + b2 b1 ).
Theorem 4 (Nisan & Szegedy) bs(f )  2 deg (f )2 .
Proof Let polynomial p of degree d represent f . Let b = bs(f ), and a and
B1 ; : : : ; Bb be the input and sets that a hieve the blo k sensitivity. We assume
without loss of generality that f (a) = 0. We transform p(x1 ; : : : ; xN ) into a
polynomial q (y1 ; : : : ; yb) by repla ing every xj in p as follows:
(1) xj = yi if aj = 0 and j 2 Bi

It will follow from Theorem 10 and Corollary 2 that deg(f )  C (f )2 , so this
quadrati gap between deg(f ) and C (f ) is optimal. Theorem 10 and Corollary 1
will imply deg(f )  bs(f )3 , but the quadrati gap between deg(f ) and bs(f ) of this
example is the best we know of.
4
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(2) xj = 1 yi if aj = 1 and j 2 Bi
(3) xj = aj if j 62 Bi for every i
Now it is easy to see that q has the following properties:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

q is a multilinear polynomial of degree  d
q (y ) 2 f0; 1g for all y 2 f0; 1gb
q (~0) = p(x) = f (x) = 0
q (ei ) = p(xBi ) = f (xBi ) = 1 for all unit ve tors ei 2 f0; 1gb

Let r be the single-variate polynomial of degree  d obtained from symmetrizing q over f0; 1gb. Note that 0  r(i)  1 for every integer 0  i  b, and for
some x 2 [0; 1℄ we haveqr0 (x)  1 be ause r(0) = 0 and r(1) = 1. Applying
2
Theorem 3 we get d  b=2.
The following two theorems give, respe tively, a weak bound for all fun tions,
and a strong bound for almost all fun tions. We state the rst without proof
(see [32℄).

Theorem 5 (Nisan & Szegedy) If f depends on all n variables, then we
have deg (f )  log n O(log log n).
The address fun tion on n = k + 2k variables has deg (f ) = k + 1, whi h shows
that the previous theorem is tight up to the O(log log n)-term.
For the se ond result, de ne X1even = fx j jPxj is even and f (x) = 1g, similarly
for X1odd . Let X1 = X1even [ X1odd . Let p = S S XS be the unique polynomial
representing f , with S the oeÆ ient of the monomial XS = i2S xi . The
Moebius inversion formula (see [4℄) says:
S

=

X
T S

( 1)jS j jT jf (T );

where f (T ) is the value of f on the input where exa tly the variables in T
are 1. We learned about the next lemma via personal ommuni ation with
Yaoyun Shi.

Lemma 4 (Shi & Yao) deg (f ) = n i jX1evenj 6= jX1odd j.
Proof Applying the Moebius formula with S = f1; : : : ; ng, we get
S=

X
T S


X
( 1)jS j jT jf (T ) = ( 1)n
( 1)jxj = ( 1)n jX1evenj
x2X1



jX oddj :
1

Sin e deg (f ) = n i the monomial x1 : : : xn has non-zero oeÆ ient, the lemma
follows.
2
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As a onsequen e, we an exa tly ount the number of fun tions that have
less than full degree:

Theorem 6 There are

 n 
2
n 1

2

fun tions f : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g with deg (f ) < n.

Proof We will ount the number E of f for whi h jX1even j = jX1odd j; by
Lemma 4 these are exa tly the f satisfying deg (f ) < n. Suppose we want to
n 1 inputs for whi h jxj is even. There are
assign


 n 1  f -value 1 to exa tly i of the 2
2
even j = jX odd j, then there are only 2n 1
ways
to
do
this.
If
we
want
j
X
1
1
i
i
ways to hoose the f -values of the odd x. Hen e
E=

n 1
X

2

i=0

2n
i

1

!

2n
i

1

!

!

2n
= n 1 :
2

The se ond equality is Vandermonde's onvolution [18, p.174℄.
 n 

2

p

Note that 2n2 1 2 (22n = 2n) by Stirling's formula. Sin e there are 22n
Boolean fun tions on n variables, we see that the fra tion of fun tions with
degree < n is o(1). Thus almost all fun tions have full degree.
4.4 Degree of approximating polynomial

Apart from representing a fun tion f exa tly by means of a polynomial, we
may also only approximate it with a polynomial, whi h an sometimes be of
a smaller degree. 5

De nition 5 A polynomial p : Rn ! R approximates f if jp(x) f (x)j  1=3
g (f ) of f is the minimum degree
for all x 2 f0; 1gn. The approximate degree deg
among all multilinear polynomials that approximate f .
g (OR2 ) = 1. In
As a simple example: 32 x1 + 32 x2 approximates OR2 , so deg
ontrast, deg (OR2 ) = 2. Note that there may be many di erent minimaldegree polynomials that approximate f , whereas there is only one polynomial
that represents f .

By the same te hnique as Theorem 4, Nisan and Szegedy [32℄ showed
g (f )2 .
Theorem 7 (Nisan & Szegedy) bs(f )  6 deg
5

Also non-deterministi polynomials for f have been studied [49℄, but we will not
over that notion in this survey.
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The approximate degree of f an sometimes be signi antly smaller
than the
p
degree of f . Nisan and Szegedy [32℄ onstru ted a degree-O( n) polynomial
that approximates ORn . Sin e bs(ORn ) = n, the previous theorem implies
that this degree is optimal. Sin e deg (ORn ) = n we have a quadrati gap
g (f ). This is the biggest gap known.
between deg (f ) and deg
Ambainis [1℄ showed that almost all fun tions have high approximate degree:

p

g (f )  n=2 O( n log n).
Theorem 8 (Ambainis) Almost all f have deg

5 Appli ation to De ision Tree Complexity
The omplexity measures dis ussed above are intimately related to the de ision
tree omplexity of f in various models. In fa t, D(f ), R2 (f ), QE (f ), Q2 (f ),
g (f ) are all polynomially related.
bs(f ), C (f ), deg (f ), and deg
5.1 Deterministi

We start with two simple lower bounds on D(f ).

Theorem 9 bs(f )  D(f ).
Proof On input x with disjoint sensitive blo ks B1 ; : : : ; Bbs(f ) , a deterministi
de ision tree must query at least one variable in ea h blo k Bi , for otherwise we
ould ip that blo k (and hen e the orre t output) without the tree noti ing
it. Thus the tree must make at least bs(f ) queries on input x.
2
Theorem 10 deg (f )  D(f ).
Proof Consider a de ision tree for f of depth D(f ). Let L be a 1-leaf (i.e., a
leaf with output 1) and x1 ; : : : ; xr be the queries on the path to L, with values
b1 ; : : : ; br . De ne the polynomial pL (x) = i:bi =1 xi i:bi =0 (1 xi ). Then pL has
degree r  D(f ). Furthermore, P
pL (x) = 1 if leaf L is rea hed on input x, and
pL (x) = 0 otherwise. Let p = L pL be the sum of all pL over all 1-leaves.
Then p has degree  D(f ), and p(x) = 1 i a 1-leaf is rea hed on input x, so
p represents f .
2
Below we give some upper bounds on D(f ) in terms of bs(f ), C (f ), deg (f ),
g (f ). Beals et al. [3℄ prove
and deg
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Theorem 11 D(f )  C (1) (f )bs(f ).
Proof The following des ribes an algorithm to ompute f (x), querying at
most C (1) (f )bs(f ) variables of x (in the algorithm, by a \ onsistent" erti ate
C or input y at some point we mean a C or y that agrees with the values of
all variables queried up to that point).
(1) Repeat the following at most bs(f ) times:
Pi k a onsistent 1- erti ate C and query those of its variables whose
x-values are still unknown (if there is no su h C , then return 0 and
stop); if the queried values agree with C then return 1 and stop.
(2) Pi k a onsistent y 2 f0; 1gn and return f (y ).
The nondeterministi \pi k a C " and \pi k a y " an easily be made deterministi by hoosing the rst C resp. y in some xed order. Call this algorithm A.
Sin e A runs for at most bs(f ) stages and ea h stage queries at most C (1) (f )
variables, A queries at most C (1) (f )bs(f ) variables.
It remains to show that A always returns the right answer. If it returns an
answer in step (1), this is either be ause there are no onsistent 1- erti ates
left (and hen e f (x) must be 0) or be ause x is found to agree with a parti ular
1- erti ate C . In both ases A gives the right answer.
Now onsider the ase where A returns an answer in step (2). We will show
that all onsistent y must have the same f -value. Suppose not. Then there
are onsistent y; y 0 with f (y ) = 0 and f (y 0) = 1. A has queried b = bs(f ) 1erti ates C1 ; C2 ; : : : ; Cb . Furthermore, y 0 ontains a onsistent 1- erti ate
Cb+1 . We will derive from these Ci disjoint sets Bi su h that f is sensitive
to ea h Bi on y . For every 1  i  b + 1, de ne Bi as the set of variables
on whi h y and Ci disagree. Clearly, ea h Bi is non-empty, for otherwise the
pro edure would have returned 1 in step (1). Note that y Bi agrees with Ci , so
f (y Bi ) = 1, whi h shows that f is sensitive to ea h Bi on y . Suppose variable
k o urs in some Bi (1  i  b), then xk = yk 6= Ci (k). If j > i, then Cj has
been hosen onsistent with all variables queried up to that point (in luding
xk ), so we annot have xk = yk 6= Cj (k). This shows that k 62 Bj , hen e all
Bi and Bj are disjoint. But then f is sensitive to bs(f ) + 1 disjoint sets on y ,
whi h is a ontradi tion. A ordingly, all onsistent y in step 2 must have the
same f -value, and A returns the right value f (y ) = f (x) in step 2, be ause x
is one of those onsistent y .
2
Combining with C (1)  C (f )  s(f )bs(f ) (Theorem 2) we obtain:

Corollary 1 D(f )  s(f )bs(f )2  bs(f )3 .
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It might be possible to improve this to D(f )  bs
(f )2 . This would be optimal,
p
sin e the fun tion f of Example 2 has bs(f ) = n and D(f ) = n.

Open problem 2 Is D(f ) 2 O(bs(f )2 )?
Of ourse, Theorem 11 also holds with C (0) instead of C (1) . Sin e bs(f ) 
maxfC (0) (f ); C (1) (f )g, we also obtain the following result, due to [6,21,43℄.

Corollary 2 D(f )  C (0) (f )C (1) (f ).
g (f )6 . The
Now we will show that D(f ) is upper bounded by deg (f )4 and deg
rst result is due to Nisan and Smolensky, below we give their (previously
unpublished) proof. It improves the earlier result D(f ) 2 O(deg (f )8) of Nisan
and Szegedy [32℄. Here a maxonomial of f is a monomial with maximal degree
in f 's representing polynomial p.

Lemma 5 (Nisan & Smolensky) For every maxonomial M of f , there is
a set B of variables in M su h that f (~0B ) 6= f (~0).
Proof Obtain a restri ted fun tion g from f by setting all variables outside
of M to 0. This g annot be onstant 0 or 1, be ause its unique polynomial
representation (as obtained from p) ontains M . Thus there is some subset B
of the variables in M that makes g (~0B ) 6= g (~0) and hen e f (~0B ) 6= f (~0). 2
Lemma 6 (Nisan & Smolensky) There exists a set of deg (f )bs(f ) variables that interse ts ea h maxonomial of f .
Proof Greedily take all variables in maxonomials of f , as long as there is
a maxonomial that is still disjoint from those taken so far. Sin e ea h su h
maxonomial will ontain a sensitive blo k for ~0, and there an be at most
bs(f ) disjoint sensitive blo ks, this pro edure an go on for at most bs(f )
maxonomials. Sin e ea h maxonomial ontains deg (f ) variables, the lemma
follows.
2
Theorem 12 (Nisan & Smolensky) D(f )  deg (f )2bs(f )  2deg (f )4.
Proof By the previous lemma, there is a set of deg (f )bs(f ) variables that
interse ts ea h maxonomial of f . Query all these variables. This indu es a
restri tion g of f on the remaining variables, su h that deg (g ) < deg (f ) (beause the degree of ea h maxonomial in the representation of f drops at least
one) and bs(g )  bs(f ). Repeating this indu tively for at most deg (f ) times,
we rea h a onstant fun tion and learn the value of f . This algorithm uses at
most deg (f )2 bs(f ) queries, hen e D(f )  deg (f )2bs(f ). Theorem 4 gives the
se ond inequality of the theorem.
2
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Combining Corollary 1 and Theorem 7 we obtain the following result from [3℄
g (f )8 ) result of Nisan and Szegedy [32℄):
(improving the earlier D(f ) 2 O(deg
g (f )6 ).
Theorem 13 D(f ) 2 O(deg

Finally, sin e deg (f ) may be polynomially larger or smaller than bs(f ), the
following theorem may be weaker or stronger than Theorem 11. The proof
uses an idea similar to the above Nisan-Smolensky proof.

Theorem 14 D(f )  C (1) (f )deg (f ).
Proof Let p be the representing polynomial for f . Choose some erti ate C :
S ! f0; 1g of size  C (1) (f ). If we ll in the S -variables a ording to C , then p
must redu e to a onstant fun tion ( onstant 0 if C is a 0- erti ate, onstant
1 if C is a 1- erti ate). Hen e the erti ate has to interse t ea h maxonomial
of p. A ordingly, querying all variables in S redu es the polynomial degree
of the fun tion by at least 1. Repeating this deg (f ) times, we end up with a
onstant fun tion and hen e know f (x). In all, this algorithm takes at most
C (1) (f )deg (f ) queries.
2

5.2 Randomized
g (f ) are all polynomially related.
Here we show that D(f ), R2 (f ), bs(f ), and deg
We rst give the bounded-error analogues of Theorems 10 and 9:
g (f )  R2 (f ).
Theorem 15 deg

Proof Consider a randomized de ision tree for f of depth R2 (f ), viewed as a
probability distribution  over di erent deterministi de ision trees T , ea h of
depth at most R2 (f ). Using the te hnique of Theorem 10, we an write ea h
of those
T as a 0/1-valued polynomial pT of degree at most R2 (f ). De ne
P
p = T (T )pT , whi h has degree at most R2 (f ). Then it is easy to see that
p gives the a eptan e probability of R, so p approximates f .
2
Nisan [31℄ proved

Theorem 16 (Nisan) bs(f )  3 R2 (f ).
Proof Consider an algorithm with R2 (f ) queries, and an input x that a hieves
the blo k sensitivity. For every set S su h that f (x) 6= f (xS ), the probability
17

that the algorithm queries a variable in S must be  1=3, otherwise the
algorithm ould not \see" the di eren e between x and xS with suÆ ient
probability. Hen e on input x the algorithm has to make an expe ted number
of at least 1=3 queries in ea h of the bs(f ) sensitive blo ks, so the total expe ted
number of queries on input x must be at least bs(f )=3. Sin e the worst- ase
number of queries on input x is at the least the expe ted number of queries
on x, the theorem follows.
2
Combined with Corollary 1 we see that the gap between D(f ) and R2 (f ) an
be at most ubi [31℄:

Corollary 3 (Nisan) D(f )  27 R2 (f )3 .
There may be some room for improvement here, be ause the biggest gap known
between D(f ) and R2 (f ) is mu h less than ubi :

Example 4 Let f on n = 2k variables be the omplete binary AND-OR-tree
of depth k. For instan e, for k = 2 we have f (x) = (x1 _ x2 ) ^ (x3 _ x4 ). It is
easy to see that deg (f ) = n and hen e D(f ) = n. There is a simple randomized
algorithm for f [42,38℄: randomly hoose one of the two subtrees of the root
and re ursively ompute the value of that subtree; if its value is 0 then output 0,
otherwise ompute the other subtree and output its value. It an be shown that
this algorithm always gives the
p orre t answer with expe ted number of queries
O(n ), where = log((1 + 33)=4)  0:7537 : : :. Saks and Wigderson [38℄
showed that this is asymptoti ally optimal for zero-error algorithms for this
fun tion, and Santha [39℄ proved the same for bounded-error algorithms. Thus
we have D(f ) = n = (R2 (f )1:3:::).
Open problem 3 What is the biggest gap between D(f ) and R2 (f )?
5.3 Quantum
g (f ) give lower bounds on quantum
As in the lassi al ase, deg (f ) and deg
query omplexity. The next lemma from [3℄ is also impli it in the ombination
of some proofs in [15,16℄.

Lemma 7 Let A be a quantum de ision tree that makes T queries. Then there
exist omplex-valued n-variate multilinear polynomials i of degree at most T ,
su h that the nal state of A is
X

i2f0;1gm

for every input x 2 f0; 1gn.
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jii;

i (x)

Proof Let jk i be the state of quantum de ision tree (on input x) just before
the kth query. Note that jk+1 i = Uk Ojk i. The amplitudes in j0 i depend
on the initial state and on U0 but not on x, so they are polynomials of x of
degree 0. A query maps basis state ji; b; z i to ji; b  xi ; z i, so if the amplitude
of ji; 0; z i in j0i is and the amplitude of ji; 1; z i is , then the amplitude of
ji; 0; zi after the query be omes (1 xi) + xi and the amplitude of ji; 1; zi
be omes xi + (1 xi ) , whi h are polynomials of degree 1. (In general,
if the amplitudes before a query are polynomials of degree  j , then the
amplitudes after the query will be polynomials of degree  j + 1.) Between
the rst and the se ond query lies the unitary transformation U1 . However, the
amplitudes after applying U1 are just linear ombinations of the amplitudes
before applying U1 , so the amplitudes in j1 i are polynomials of degree at most
1. Continuing indu tively, the amplitudes of the nal state are found to be
polynomials of degree at most T . We an make these polynomials multilinear
without a e ting their values on x 2 f0; 1gn, by repla ing all xm
2
i by xi .
Theorem 17 deg (f )  2 QE (f ).
Proof Consider an exa t quantum algorithm for f with QE (f ) queries. Let
S be the set of basis states
orresponding to a 1-output. Then the a eptan e
P
probability is P (x) = k2S j k (x)j2 . By the previous lemma, the k are polynomials of degree  QE (f ), so P (x) is a polynomial of degree  2QE (f ). But
P represents f , so it has degree deg (f ) and hen e deg (f )  2QE (f ).
2
By a similar proof:
g (f )  2 Q2 (f ).
Theorem 18 deg
g (f ) =
Both theorems are tight for f = PARITYn : here we have deg (f ) = deg
n [28℄ and QE (f ) = Q2 (f ) = dn=2e [3,13℄. No f is known with QE (f ) > deg (f )
g (f ), so the following question presents itself:
or Q2 (f ) > deg
g (f ))?
Open problem 4 Are QE (f ) 2 O(deg (f )) and Q2 (f ) 2 O(deg

Note that the degree lower bounds of Theorems 6 and 8 now imply strong
lower bounds on the quantum de ision tree omplexities
of almost all f . In
p
parti ular, Theorem 8 implies that Q2 (f )  n=4 O( n log np) for almost all
f . In ontrast, Van Dam [45℄ has shown that Q2 (f )  n=2 + n for all f .
Combining Theorems 17 and 18 with Theorems 12 and 13 we obtain the
polynomial relations between lassi al and quantum omplexities of [3℄:

Corollary 4 D(f ) 2 O(QE (f )4 ) and D(f ) 2 O(Q2 (f )6 ).
19

Some other quantum lower bounds via degree lower bounds may be found
in [3,1,29,14,8℄.
The biggest gap that is known between D(f ) and QE (f ) is only a fa tor of
2: D(PARITYn ) = n and QE (PARITYn ) = dn=2e. The biggest gap wepknow
between D(f ) and Q2 (f ) is quadrati : D(ORn ) = n and Q2 (ORn ) 2 ( n) by
Grover's quantumpsear h algorithm [19℄. Also, R2 (ORn ) 2 (n), deg (ORn ) =
g (ORn ) 2 ( n).
n, deg

Open problem 5 What are the biggest gaps between the lassi al D(f ), R2 (f )
and their quantum analogues QE (f ), Q2 (f )?
k on
The previous two open problems are onne ted via the fun tion f = E12
k
1= log 3
n = 3 variables (Example 3): this has D(f ) = s(f ) = n but deg (f ) = n
.
1= log 3
The omplexity QE (f ) is unknown; it must lie between n
=2 and n. However, it must either show a gap between D(f ) and QE (f ) (partly answering
the last question) or between deg (f ) and QE (f ) (answering the penultimate
question).

6 Some Spe ial Classes of Fun tions
Here we look more losely at several spe ial lasses of Boolean fun tions.
6.1 Symmetri fun tions

Re all that a fun tion is symmetri if f (x) only depends on the Hamming
weight jxj of its input, so permuting the input does not hange the value of the
fun tion. A symmetri f is fully des ribed by giving a ve tor (f0 ; f1 ; : : : ; fn ) 2
f0; 1gn+1, where fk is the value of f (x) for jxj = k. Be ause of this and
Lemma 2, there is a lose relationship between polynomials that represent
symmetri fun tions, and single-variate polynomials that assume values 0 or 1
on f0; 1; : : : ; ng. Using this relationship, von zur Gathen and Ro he [17℄ prove
deg (f ) = (1 o(1))n for all symmetri f :

Theorem 19 (von zur Gathen & Ro he) If f is non- onstant and symmetri , then deg (f ) = n O(n0:548 ). If, furthermore, n + 1 is prime, then
deg (f ) = n.
In fa t, von zur Gathen and Ro he onje ture that deg (f ) = n O(1) for all
symmetri f . The biggest gap they found is deg (f ) = n 3 for some spe i
f and n. Via Theorems 10 and 17, the above degree lower bounds give strong
lower bounds on D(f ) and QE (f ).
20

For the ase of approximate degrees of symmetri f , Paturi [34℄ gave the
following tight hara terization. De ne (f ) = minfj2k n + 1j : fk 6= fk+1 g.
Informally, this quantity measures the length of the interval around Hamming
weight n=2 where fk is onstant.
g (f ) =
Theorem
20 (Paturi) If f is non- onstant and symmetri , then deg
q
( n(n (f ))).

Paturi's result implies lower bounds on R2 (f ) and Q2 (f ). For Q2 (f ) these
bounds are in fa t tight (a mat hing upper bound was shown in [3℄), but for
R2 (f ) a stronger bound an be obtained from Theorem 16 and the following
result [44℄:

Proposition 2 (Turan) If f is non- onstant and symmetri , then s(f )
d n+1
e.
2



Proof Let k be su h that fk 6= fk+1 , and jxj = k. Without loss of generality
assume k  b(n 1)=2 (otherwise give the same argument with 0s and 1s
reversed). Note that ipping any of the n k 0-variables in x ips the fun tion
value. Hen e s(f )  sx (f )  n k  d(n + 1)=2e.
2
This lemma is tight, sin e s(MAJn ) = d(n + 1)=2e.
Colle ting the previous results, we have tight hara terizations of the various
de ision tree omplexities of all symmetri f :

Theorem 21 If f is non- onstant and symmetri , then






D(f ) = (1 o(1))n
R2 (f ) = (n)
QE (f ) = (q
n)
Q2 (f ) = ( n(n (f )))

6.2 Monotone fun tions

One ni e property of monotone fun tions was shown in [31℄:

Proposition 3 (Nisan) If f is monotone, then C (f ) = s(f ) = bs(f ).
Proof Sin e s(f )  bs(f )  C (f ) for all f , we only have to prove C (f ) 
s(f ). Let C : S ! f0; 1g be a minimal erti ate for some x with jS j = C (f ).
Without loss of generality we assume f (x) = 0. For ea h i 2 S it must
hold that xi = 0 and f (xi ) = 1, for otherwise i ould be dropped from the
21

erti ate, ontradi ting minimality. Thus ea h variable in S is sensitive in x,
hen e C (f )  sx (f )  s(f ).
2
Theorem 11 now implies:

Corollary 5 If f is monotone, then D(f )  s(f )2 .
This orollary
is exa tly tight, sin e the fun tion f of Example 2 has D(f ) = n
p
and s(f ) = n and is monotone.
Also, the lower bound of Theorem 4 an be improved to

Proposition 4 If f is monotone, then s(f )  deg (f ).
Proof Let x be an input on whi h the sensitivity of f equals s(f ). Assume
without loss of generality that f (x) = 0. All sensitive variables must be 0 in
x, and setting one or more of them to 1 hanges the value of f from 0 to 1.
Hen e by xing all variables in x ex ept for the s(f ) sensitive variables, we
obtain the OR fun tion on s(f ) variables, whi h has degree s(f ). Therefore
deg (f ) must be at least s(f ).
2
The above two results strengthen some of the previous bounds for monotone
fun tions:

Corollary 6 If f is monotone, then D(f ) 2 O(R2(f )2 ), D(f ) 2 O(QE (f )2 ),
and D(f ) 2 O(Q2 (f )4 ).
For the spe ial ase where f is both monotone and symmetri , we have:

Proposition 5 If f is non- onstant, symmetri , and monotone, then deg (f ) =
n.
Proof Note that f is simply a threshold fun tion: f (x) = 1 i jxj  t for some
t. Let p : R ! R be the non- onstant single-variate polynomial obtained from
symmetrizing f . This has degree  deg (f )  n and p(i) = 0 for i 2 f0; : : : ; t
1g, p(i) = 1 for i 2 ft; : : : ; ng. Then the derivative p0 must have zeroes in ea h
of the n 1 intervals (0; 1); (1; 2); : : : ; (t 2; t 1); (t; t + 1); : : : ; (n 1; n).
Hen e p0 has degree at least n 1, whi h implies that p has degree n and
deg (f ) = n.
2
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6.3 Monotone graph properties

An interesting and well studied sub lass of the monotone fun tions are the
monotonegraph
properties. Consider an undire ted graph on n verti es. There

n
are N = 2 possible edges, ea h of whi h may be present or absent, so we
an pair up the set of all graphs with the set of all N -bit strings. A graph
property P is a set of graphs that is losed under permutation of the verti es
(so isomorphi graphs have the same properties). The property is monotone
if it is losed under the addition of an edge. We are now interested in the
question: At how many edges must we look in order to determine if a graph
has the property P ? This is just the de ision-tree omplexity of P if we view
P as a total Boolean fun tion on N bits.
A property P is alled evasive if D(P ) = N , so if we have to look at all
edges in the worst ase. The evasiveness onje ture (also sometimes alled
Aanderaa-Karp-Rosenberg onje ture) says that all non- onstant monotone
graph properties P are evasive. This onje ture is still open; see [27℄ for an
overview. The onje ture has been proved for graphs where the number of
verti es is a prime power [25℄, but the best known general bound is D(P ) 2
(N ) [35,25,26℄. This bound also follows from a degree-bound by Dodis and
Khanna [11, Theorem 2℄:

Theorem 22 (Dodis & Khanna) If P is a non- onstant monotone graph
property, then deg (P ) 2 (N ).
Corollary 7 If P is a non- onstant monotone graph property, then D(P ) 2
(N ) and QE (P ) 2 (N ).
Thus the evasiveness onje ture holds up to a onstant fa tor for both deterministi lassi al and exa t quantum algorithms. D(P ) = N may a tually
hold for all monotone graph properties P , but [8℄ exhibit a monotone P with
QE (P ) < N . Only mu h weaker lower bounds are known for the bounded-error
omplexity of su h properties [26,20,8℄.

Open problem 6 Are D(P ) = N and R2 (P )
monotone graph properties P ?

2 (N ) for all non- onstant

There is no P known with R2 (P ) 2 o(N ), but the OR-problem an trivially
be turned into a monotone graph property P with Q2 (P ) 2 o(N ), in fa t
Q2 (P ) 2 (n) [8℄.
Finally we mention a result about sensitivity from [46℄:

Theorem 23 (Wegener) s(P )  n 1 for all non- onstant monotone graph
properties P .
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This theorem is tight, as witnessed by the property \No vertex is isolated" [44℄.
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